Résumé

Joseph A. Guilin
Goals

Seeking a challenging position within a creative environment where I can
apply my technical skills and creative style. My goal is to substantially
contribute to a team while continuing to learn.

Skills

Skilled in creating imagery from photography to Photoshop. Able to produce,
style and art direct a shoot from start to finish. Fast at Adobe Photoshop,
InDesign, Illustrator and Lightroom.

Experience
Apr ‘11 - Apr ‘13

ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR & STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHER

Concept Arts Hollywood, CA www.ConceptArts.com
In-house photo shoots to supplement art direction; as well as design, layout
and revise movie posters and other ads. Organized and prepared images for
delivery to client, as well as formulated concepts for ad campaigns.
Aug ‘07 - Present

FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHER & ART DIRECTOR
Palm Springs, CA - Hollywood, CA

Strong in coming up with concepts for clients; design album art, theatrical
posters, stage play f lyers and logos. Enjoy laying out mood boards for ad
campaigns and photo shoots. Perform photo shoots, direct photo assistants,
coordinate with clients, editors and stylists. My portfolio features editorial,
cuisine, advertising and portraiture. Gained experience balancing the
necessity for decisiveness on large shoots with the need for team work
and collaboration.
Aug ‘06- ‘11

FREELANCE PHOTO ASSISTANT
Palm Springs, Ca - Hollywood, Ca

Assisted studio, editorial, cuisine, portrait and automotive photographers.
Work included setting up and operated lighting, grip, camera and digital
equipment. Coordinate equipment, props, personnel, and other resources.
Education

CSU SAN BERNARDINO

B.A.; Media Communications;
Rancho Mirage, CA

Graduated June 2011

Contact

UPPSALA UNIVERSITY
Media Communications;
Uppsala, Sweden
Apr ‘09- Apr ‘10

BROOKS INSTITUTE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
Commercial Photography;
Santa Barbara, CA
Jun ‘04- Aug ‘05

JOSEPHA GUILIN @ GMAIL.COM
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JOSEPHandDANIELPHOTO.COM

4500 STEINER RANCH BLVD APT 3414

JOSEPHAARONPHOTO.COM
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AUSTIN, TEXAS 78732

